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Harnessing Complexity
What enables individually simple insects like ants to act with such precision and purpose as a group? How do trillions of neurons produce
something as extraordinarily complex as consciousness? In this remarkably clear and companionable book, leading complex systems
scientist Melanie Mitchell provides an intimate tour of the sciences of complexity, a broad set of efforts that seek to explain how large-scale
complex, organized, and adaptive behavior can emerge from simple interactions among myriad individuals. Based on her work at the Santa
Fe Institute and drawing on its interdisciplinary strategies, Mitchell brings clarity to the workings of complexity across a broad range of
biological, technological, and social phenomena, seeking out the general principles or laws that apply to all of them. Richly illustrated,
Complexity: A Guided Tour--winner of the 2010 Phi Beta Kappa Book Award in Science--offers a wide-ranging overview of the ideas
underlying complex systems science, the current research at the forefront of this field, and the prospects for its contribution to solving some of
the most important scientific questions of our time.

A Master's Secret Whispers
No Contest
Counted among his admirers are Jonas Salk, Aldous Huxley, David Hockney, and Van Morrison, along with countless other philosophers,
artist, writers and students of the spiritual path. Now the trustees of Krishnamurti’s work have gathered his very best and most illuminating
writings and talks to present in one volume the truly essential ideas of this great spiritual thinker.Total Freedom includes selections from
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Krishnamurti’s early works, his ‘Commentaries on Living’, and his discourses on life, the self, meditation, sex and love. These writings reveal
Krishnamuri’s core teachings in their full eloquence and power: the nature of personal freedom; the mysteries of life and death; and the
‘pathless land’, the personal search for truth and peace. Warning readers away from blind obedience to creeds or teachers – including
himself – Krishnamurti celebrated the individual quest for truth, and thus became on of the most influential guides for independent-minded
seekers of the twentieth century – and beyond.

Evolution and Human Behavior
As an experiment in reconnecting academia to the broader democracy, this work is designed to invigorate public policy debate by
rededicating academic work to the pursuit of solutions to society's great problems.

The Second World Wars
The book covers fundamental issues such as the origins and function of sexual reproduction, mating behavior, human mate choice, patterns
of violence in families, altruistic behavior, the evolution of brain size and the origins of language, the modular mind, and the relationship
between genes and culture.

The Evolution of Cooperation
Robert Axelrod is widely known for his groundbreaking work in game theory and complexity theory. He is a leader in applying computer
modeling to social science problems. His book The Evolution of Cooperation has been hailed as a seminal contribution and has been
translated into eight languages since its initial publication. The Complexity of Cooperation is a sequel to that landmark book. It collects seven
essays, originally published in a broad range of journals, and adds an extensive new introduction to the collection, along with new prefaces to
each essay and a useful new appendix of additional resources. Written in Axelrod's acclaimed, accessible style, this collection serves as an
introductory text on complexity theory and computer modeling in the social sciences and as an overview of the current state of the art in the
field. The articles move beyond the basic paradigm of the Prisoner's Dilemma to study a rich set of issues, including how to cope with errors
in perception or implementation, how norms emerge, and how new political actors and regions of shared culture can develop. They use the
shared methodology of agent-based modeling, a powerful technique that specifies the rules of interaction between individuals and uses
computer simulation to discover emergent properties of the social system. The Complexity of Cooperation is essential reading for all social
scientists who are interested in issues of cooperation and complexity.

The Discovery of Global Warming
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No Contest stands as the definitive critique of competition. Contrary to accepted wisdom, competition is not basic to human nature; it poisons
our relationships and holds us back from doing our best. In this new edition, Alfie Kohn argues that the race to win turns all of us into losers.

The Evolution of Human Co-operation
The renowned biologist and thinker Richard Dawkins presents his most expansive work yet: a comprehensive look at evolution, ranging from
the latest developments in the field to his own provocative views. Loosely based on the form of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Dawkins's Tale
takes us modern humans back through four billion years of life on our planet. As the pilgrimage progresses, we join with other organisms at
the forty "rendezvous points" where we find a common ancestor. The band of pilgrims swells into a vast crowd as we join first with other
primates, then with other mammals, and so on back to the first primordial organism. Dawkins's brilliant, inventive approach allows us to view
the connections between ourselves and all other life in a bracingly novel way. It also lets him shed bright new light on the most compelling
aspects of evolutionary history and theory: sexual selection, speciation, convergent evolution, extinction, genetics, plate tectonics,
geographical dispersal, and more. The Ancestor's Tale is at once a far-reaching survey of the latest, best thinking on biology and a
fascinating history of life on Earth. Here Dawkins shows us how remarkable we are, how astonishing our history, and how intimate our
relationship with the rest of the living world.

Invariances
This popular text mixes the best classic theory and research on urban politics with the most recent developments in urban and metropolitan
affairs. Its very balanced and realistic approach helps students to understand the nature of urban politics and the difficulty of finding effective
solutions in a suburban and global age. The eighth edition provides a comprehensive review and analysis of urban policy under the Obama
administration and brand new coverage of sustainable urban development. A new chapter on globalization and its impact on cities brings the
history of urban development up to date, and a focus on the politics of local economic development underscores how questions of economic
development have come to dominate the local arena. The eighth edition is significantly shorter than previous editions, and the entire text has
been thoroughly rewritten to engage students. Boxed case studies of prominent recent and current urban development efforts provide
material for class discussion, and concluding material demonstrates the tradeoff between more ideal and more pragmatic urban politics.

Game-Theoretical Models in Biology
Two renowned investment advisors and authors of the bestseller The Great Reckoning bring to light both currents of disaster and the
potential for prosperity and renewal in the face of radical changes in human history as we move into the next century. The Sovereign
Individual details strategies necessary for adapting financially to the next phase of Western civilization. Few observers of the late twentieth
century have their fingers so presciently on the pulse of the global political and economic realignment ushering in the new millennium as do
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James Dale Davidson and Lord William Rees-Mogg. Their bold prediction of disaster on Wall Street in Blood in the Streets was borne out by
Black Tuesday. In their ensuing bestsellar, The Great Reckoning, published just weeks before the coup attempt against Gorbachev, they
analyzed the pending collapse of the Soviet Union and foretold the civil war in Yugoslavia and other events that have proved to be among the
most searing developments of the past few years. In The Sovereign Individual, Davidson and Rees-Mogg explore the greatest economic and
political transition in centuries -- the shift from an industrial to an information-based society. This transition, which they have termed "the
fourth stage of human society," will liberate individuals as never before, irrevocably altering the power of government. This outstanding book
will replace false hopes and fictions with new understanding and clarified values.

The Evolution of Cooperation
Herein lie a series of dialogues between a True Master and an Authentic Student. The Master has devoted his life to unraveling the secret
cures to the ills that plague every human being. Put simply, the Master has discovered The Truth. The Truth about freedom from anxiety,
curing emotional pain, achieving true success, attaining clarity, cultivating wisdom, mastering relationships, gaining complete control of one's
mind, and so on. The Master speaks the raw truth. And the raw truth has no place for trite things such as prescriptions, how-to's, and
cosmetic and ineffective remedies. This book is for those who are serious.

SuperCooperators
Why do humans, uniquely among animals, cooperate in large numbers to advance projects for the common good? Contrary to the
conventional wisdom in biology and economics, this generous and civic-minded behavior is widespread and cannot be explained simply by
far-sighted self-interest or a desire to help close genealogical kin. In A Cooperative Species, Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis--pioneers in
the new experimental and evolutionary science of human behavior--show that the central issue is not why selfish people act generously, but
instead how genetic and cultural evolution has produced a species in which substantial numbers make sacrifices to uphold ethical norms and
to help even total strangers. The authors describe how, for thousands of generations, cooperation with fellow group members has been
essential to survival. Groups that created institutions to protect the civic-minded from exploitation by the selfish flourished and prevailed in
conflicts with less cooperative groups. Key to this process was the evolution of social emotions such as shame and guilt, and our capacity to
internalize social norms so that acting ethically became a personal goal rather than simply a prudent way to avoid punishment. Using
experimental, archaeological, genetic, and ethnographic data to calibrate models of the coevolution of genes and culture as well as
prehistoric warfare and other forms of group competition, A Cooperative Species provides a compelling and novel account of how humans
came to be moral and cooperative.

The Ancestor's Tale
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Examines the conditions necessary for cooperation in social interactions and discusses the role of cooperation in winning a strategy game
tournament

The Evolution of Cooperation
This second edition of John Maynard Smith's text on population biology, genetics and biological anthropology, includes new research findings
on game theory and a new chapter on molecular genetics and the reconstruction of evolutionary history.

Analysing REDD+: Challenges and choices
How do people living in small groups without money, markets, police and rigid social classes develop norms of economic and social
cooperation that are sustainable over time? This book addresses this fundamental question and explains the origin, structure and spread of
stateless societies. Using insights from game theory, ethnography and archaeology, Stanish shows how ritual - broadly defined - is the key.
Ritual practices encode elaborate rules of behavior and are ingenious mechanisms of organizing society in the absence of coercive states. As
well as asking why and how people choose to co-operate, Stanish also provides the theoretical framework to understand this collective action
problem. He goes on to highlight the evolution of cooperation with ethnographic and archaeological data from around of the world. Merging
evolutionary game theory concepts with cultural evolutionary theory, this book will appeal to those seeking a transdisciplinary approach to
one of the greatest problems in human evolution.

Inside Jokes
Animal Behavior, Second Edition, covers the broad sweep of animal behavior from its neurological underpinnings to the importance of
behavior in conservation. The authors, Michael Breed and Janice Moore, bring almost 60 years of combined experience as university
professors to this textbook, much of that teaching animal behavior. An entire chapter is devoted to the vibrant new field of behavior and
conservation, including topics such as social behavior and the relationship between parasites, pathogens, and behavior. Thoughtful coverage
has also been given to foraging behavior, mating and parenting behavior, anti-predator behavior, and learning. This text addresses the
physiological foundations of behavior in a way that is both accessible and inviting, with each chapter beginning with learning objectives and
ending with thought-provoking questions. Additionally, special terms and definitions are highlighted throughout. Animal Behavior provides a
rich resource for students (and professors) from a wide range of life science disciplines. Provides a rich resource for students and professors
from a wide range of life science disciplines Updated and revised chapters, with at least 50% new case studies and the addition of
contemporary in-text examples Expanded and updated coverage of animal welfare topics Includes behavior and homeostatic mechanisms,
behavior and conservation, and behavioral aspects of disease Available lab manual with fully developed and tested laboratory exercises
Companion website includes newly developed slide sets/templates (PowerPoints) coordinated with the book
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How Humans Evolved
This comprehensive, ten volume reference work reflects the interdisciplinary influences on evolutionary psychology and serves as a major
resource for its history, scientific contributors and theories. It draws on biology, cognitive science, anthropology, psychology, economics,
computer science and paleoarchaeology to provide a multifaceted picture of behavioral adaptation in humans and how it adds to our
academic and clinical understanding. Edited by a noted figure in evolutionary psychology, with many seminal and renowned contributors, this
encyclopedia offers the full breadth of an area that is the forefront of behavioral thinking and investigation.

New Perspectives on Regulation
Should you watch public television without pledging?Exceed the posted speed limit?Hop a subway turnstile without paying? These questions
illustrate the so-called "prisoner's dilemma", a social puzzle that we all face every day. Though the answers may seem simple, their profound
implications make the prisoner's dilemma one of the great unifying concepts of science. Watching players bluff in a poker game inspired John
von Neumann—father of the modern computer and one of the sharpest minds of the century—to construct game theory, a mathematical study of
conflict and deception. Game theory was readily embraced at the RAND Corporation, the archetypical think tank charged with formulating
military strategy for the atomic age, and in 1950 two RAND scientists made a momentous discovery. Called the "prisoner's dilemma," it is a
disturbing and mind-bending game where two or more people may betray the common good for individual gain. Introduced shortly after the
Soviet Union acquired the atomic bomb, the prisoner's dilemma quickly became a popular allegory of the nuclear arms race. Intellectuals
such as von Neumann and Bertrand Russell joined military and political leaders in rallying to the "preventive war" movement, which
advocated a nuclear first strike against the Soviet Union. Though the Truman administration rejected preventive war the United States
entered into an arms race with the Soviets and game theory developed into a controversial tool of public policy—alternately accused of
justifying arms races and touted as the only hope of preventing them. A masterful work of science writing, Prisoner's Dilemma weaves
together a biography of the brilliant and tragic von Neumann, a history of pivotal phases of the cold war, and an investigation of game theory's
far-reaching influence on public policy today. Most important, Prisoner's Dilemma is the incisive story of a revolutionary idea that has been
hailed as a landmark of twentieth-century thought.

The Better Angels of Our Nature
Featuring a diverse and impressive array of authors, this volume is the most comprehensive textbook available for all interested in
international organization and global governance. Organized around a concern with how the world is and could be governed, the book offers:
in-depth and accessible coverage of the history and theories of international organization and global governance; discussions of the full range
of state, intergovernmental, and nonstate actors; and examinations of key issues in all aspects of contemporary global governance. The
book’s 50 chapters are arranged into 7 parts and woven together by a comprehensive introduction to the field, separate section introductions
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designed to guide students and faculty, and helpful pointers to further reading. International Organization and Global Governance is a selfcontained resource enabling readers to better comprehend the role of myriad actors in the governance of global life as well as to assemble
the many pieces of the contemporary global governance puzzle.

The Sovereign Individual
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most peaceful time in human existence, drawing on
psychological insights into intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable measure.

Complexity
Since its original publication in 2000, Game Theory Evolving has been considered the best textbook on evolutionary game theory. This
completely revised and updated second edition of Game Theory Evolving contains new material and shows students how to apply game
theory to model human behavior in ways that reflect the special nature of sociality and individuality. The textbook continues its in-depth look
at cooperation in teams, agent-based simulations, experimental economics, the evolution and diffusion of preferences, and the connection
between biology and economics. Recognizing that students learn by doing, the textbook introduces principles through practice. Herbert Gintis
exposes students to the techniques and applications of game theory through a wealth of sophisticated and surprisingly fun-to-solve problems
involving human and animal behavior. The second edition includes solutions to the problems presented and information related to agentbased modeling. In addition, the textbook incorporates instruction in using mathematical software to solve complex problems. Game Theory
Evolving is perfect for graduate and upper-level undergraduate economics students, and is a terrific introduction for ambitious do-ityourselfers throughout the behavioral sciences. Revised and updated edition relevant for courses across disciplines Perfect for graduate and
upper-level undergraduate economics courses Solutions to problems presented throughout Incorporates instruction in using computational
software for complex problem solving Includes in-depth discussions of agent-based modeling

The Science of Trust: Emotional Attunement for Couples
The science of human evolution, not just the sites.

Animal Behavior
Our universe, science reveals, began in utter simplicity, then evolved into burgeoning complexity. Starting with subatomic particles, dissimilar
entities formed associations—binding, bonding, growing, branching, catalyzing, cooperating—as “self” joined “other” following universal laws
with names such as gravity, chemical attraction, and natural selection. Ultimately life arose in a world of dynamic organic chemistry, and
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complexity exploded with wondrous new potential. Fast forward to human evolution, and a tension that had existed for billions of years now
played out in an unprecedented arena of conscious calculation and cultural diversity. Cooperation interleaving with competition; intimacy
oscillating with integrity—we dwell in a world where yin meets yang in human affairs on many levels. In The Fractal Self, John Culliney and
David Jones uncover surprising intersections between science and philosophy. Connecting evidence from evolutionary science with early
insights of Daoist and Buddhist thinkers, among others, they maintain that sagely behavior, envisioned in these ancient traditions, represents
a pinnacle of human achievement emerging out of our evolutionary heritage. They identify an archetype, “the fractal self,” a person in any
walk of life who cultivates a cooperative spirit. A fractal self is a sage in training, who joins others in common cause, leads from within, and
achieves personal satisfaction in coordinating smooth performance of the group, team, or institution in which he or she is embedded. Fractal
selves commonly operate with dedication and compassionate practice in the service of human society or in conserving our planet. But the
competitive side of human nature is susceptible to greed and aggression. Self-aggrandizement, dictatorial power, and ego-driven
enforcement of will are the goals of those following a self-serving path—individuals the authors identify as antisages. Terrorist leaders are an
especially murderous breed, but aggrandizers can be found throughout business, religion, educational institutions, and governments.
Humanity has reached an existential tipping point: will the horizon already in view expand with cooperative progress toward godlike emergent
opportunities or contract in the thrall of corrupt oligarchs and tribal animosities? We have brought ourselves to a chaotic edge between
immense promise and existential danger and are even now making our greatest choice.

The Blank Slate
An eminent therapist explains what makes couples compatible and how to sustain a happy marriage. For the past thirty-five years, John
Gottman’s research has been internationally recognized for its unprecedented ability to precisely measure interactive processes in couples
and to predict the long-term success or failure of relationships. In this groundbreaking book, he presents a new approach to understanding
and changing couples: a fundamental social skill called “emotional attunement,” which describes a couple’s ability to fully process and move
on from negative emotional events, ultimately creating a stronger relationship. Gottman draws from this longitudinal research and theory to
show how emotional attunement can downregulate negative affect, help couples focus on positive traits and memories, and even help
prevent domestic violence. He offers a detailed intervention devised to cultivate attunement, thereby helping couples connect, respect, and
show affection. Emotional attunement is extended to tackle the subjects of flooding, the story we tell ourselves about our relationship, conflict,
personality, changing relationships, and gender. Gottman also explains how to create emotional attunement when it is missing, to lay a
foundation that will carry the relationship through difficult times. Gottman encourages couples to cultivate attunement through awareness,
tolerance, understanding, non-defensive listening, and empathy. These qualities, he argues, inspire confidence in couples, and the sense that
despite the inevitable struggles, the relationship is enduring and resilient. This book, an essential follow-up to his 1999 The Marriage Clinic,
offers therapists, students, and researchers detailed intervention for working with couples, and offers couples a roadmap to a stronger future
together.
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After Hegemony
A famed political scientist's classic argument for a more cooperative world We assume that, in a world ruled by natural selection, selfishness
pays. So why cooperate? In The Evolution of Cooperation, political scientist Robert Axelrod seeks to answer this question. In 1980, he
organized the famed Computer Prisoners Dilemma Tournament, which sought to find the optimal strategy for survival in a particular game.
Over and over, the simplest strategy, a cooperative program called Tit for Tat, shut out the competition. In other words, cooperation, not
unfettered competition, turns out to be our best chance for survival. A vital book for leaders and decision makers, The Evolution of
Cooperation reveals how cooperative principles help us think better about everything from military strategy, to political elections, to family
dynamics.

Structure of Decision
Tackles one of the most enduring and contentious issues of positive political economy: common pool resource management.

Total Freedom
This book is a comprehensive study of cooperation among the advanced capitalist countries. Can cooperation persist without the dominance
of a single power, such as the United States after World War II? To answer this pressing question, Robert Keohane analyzes the institutions,
or "international regimes," through which cooperation has taken place in the world political economy and describes the evolution of these
regimes as American hegemony has eroded. Refuting the idea that the decline of hegemony makes cooperation impossible, he views
international regimes not as weak substitutes for world government but as devices for facilitating decentralized cooperation among egoistic
actors. In the preface the author addresses the issue of cooperation after the end of the Soviet empire and with the renewed dominance of
the United States, in security matters, as well as recent scholarship on cooperation.

The Fractal Self
A brilliant inquiry into the origins of human nature. "Sweeping, erudite, sharply argued, and fun to read..also highly persuasive." -Time Now
updated with a new afterword One of the world's leading experts on language and the mind explores the idea of human nature and its moral,
emotional, and political colorings. With characteristic wit, lucidity, and insight, Pinker argues that the dogma that the mind has no innate traitsa doctrine held by many intellectuals during the past century-denies our common humanity and our individual preferences, replaces objective
analyses of social problems with feel-good slogans, and distorts our understanding of politics, violence, parenting, and the arts. Injecting calm
and rationality into debates that are notorious for ax-grinding and mud-slinging, Pinker shows the importance of an honest acknowledgment
of human nature based on science and common sense.
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Governing the Commons
The Evolution of Cooperation provides valuable insights into the age-old question of whether unforced cooperation is ever possible. Widely
praised and much-discussed, this classic book explores how cooperation can emerge in a world of self-seeking egoists-whether
superpowers, businesses, or individuals-when there is no central authority to police their actions. The problem of cooperation is central to
many different fields. Robert Axelrod recounts the famous computer tournaments in which the "cooperative” program Tit for Tat recorded its
stunning victories, explains its application to a broad spectrum of subjects, and suggests how readers can both apply cooperative principles
to their own lives and teach cooperative principles to others.

Two-person Game Theory
The author of Scientists in Power and Nuclear Fear illuminates the scientific process that reached consensus in 2001 about global warming
by assembling evidence from around the world to show the complex workings of the earth's climate and environment. (Ecology &
Environment)

Prisoner's Dilemma
Casting cultural controversies in a whole new light, an eminent philosopher presents bold, new theories that take into account scientific
advances in physics, evolutionary biology, economics, and cognitive neurosience.

Game Theory Evolving
With compassion, clarity, and conviction (and a dash of comedy for good measure) popular speaker and employment law attorney Scott
Warrick distills conflict resolution to just three simple moves: Empathic Listening, Parroting, and Rewards (EPR). Because no one can use
their EPR skills unless they can control themselves, he also shows you how to become an Emotionally Intelligent communicator, as mental
toughness is a critical component in resolving conflict. The formula is simple: if you can control yourself, you can learn and master EPR skills
to resolve any conflict in any situation -- and build durable trust with others, in your personal life and throughout your organizations, along the
way.

Encyclopedia of Evolutionary Psychological Science
Public choice, an important subdiscipline in the field of political theory, seeks to understand how people and societies make decisions
affecting their collective lives. Relying heavily on theoretical models of decision making, public choice postulates that people act in their
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individual interests in making collective decisions. As it happens, however, reality does not mirror theory, and people often act contrary to
what the principal public choice models suggest. In this book, Russell Hardin looks beyond the models to find out why people choose to act
together in situations that the models find quite hopeless. He uses three constructs of modern political economy--public goods, the Prisoner's
Dilemma, and game theory--to test public choice theories against real world examples of collective action. These include movements
important in American society in the past few decades--civil rights, the Vietnam War, women's rights, and environmental concerns. This
classic work on public choice will be of interest to theoreticians and graduate students in the fields of public choice, political economy, or
political theory--and to those in other disciplines who are concerned with the problem of collective action in social contexts.

Solve Employee Problems Before They Start
An evolutionary and cognitive account of the addictive mind candy that is humor. Some things are funny--jokes, puns, sitcoms, Charlie
Chaplin, The Far Side, Malvolio with his yellow garters crossed--but why? Why does humor exist in the first place? Why do we spend so
much of our time passing on amusing anecdotes, making wisecracks, watching The Simpsons? In Inside Jokes, Matthew Hurley, Daniel
Dennett, and Reginald Adams offer an evolutionary and cognitive perspective. Humor, they propose, evolved out of a computational problem
that arose when our long-ago ancestors were furnished with open-ended thinking. Mother Nature--aka natural selection--cannot just order the
brain to find and fix all our time-pressured misleaps and near-misses. She has to bribe the brain with pleasure. So we find them funny. This
wired-in source of pleasure has been tickled relentlessly by humorists over the centuries, and we have become addicted to the endogenous
mind candy that is humor.

The Complexity of Cooperation: Agent-Based Models of Competition and Collaboration
A definitive account of World War II by America's preeminent military historian. World War II was the most lethal conflict in human history.
Never before had a war been fought on so many diverse landscapes and in so many different ways, from rocket attacks in London to jungle
fighting in Burma to armor strikes in Libya. The Second World Wars examines how combat unfolded in the air, at sea, and on land to show
how distinct conflicts among disparate combatants coalesced into one interconnected global war. Drawing on 3,000 years of military history,
bestselling author Victor Davis Hanson argues that despite its novel industrial barbarity, neither the war's origins nor its geography were
unusual. Nor was its ultimate outcome surprising. The Axis powers were well prepared to win limited border conflicts, but once they blundered
into global war, they had no hope of victory. An authoritative new history of astonishing breadth, The Second World Wars offers a stunning
reinterpretation of history's deadliest conflict.

International Organization and Global Governance
Harnessing Complexity will be indispensable to anyone who wants to better comprehend how people and organizations can adapt effectively
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in the information age. This book is a step-by-step guide to understanding the processes of variation, interaction, and selection that are at
work in all organizations. The authors show how to use their own paradigm of "bottom up" management, the Complex Adaptive Systemwhether in science, public policy, or private commerce. This simple model of how people work together will change forever how we think
about getting things done in a group. "Harnessing Complexity distills the managerial essence of current research on complexity. "A very
valuable contribution to the emerging theory of competition and competitive advantage."-C.K. Prahalad, University of Michigan, coauthor of
Competing for the Future "A brilliant exposition that demystifies both the theory and use of Complex Adaptive Systems."-John Seely Brown,
Xerox Corporation and Palo Alto Research Center

Evolutionary Genetics
Examines the importance of cooperation in human beings and in nature, arguing that this social tool is as an important aspect of evolution as
mutation and natural selection.

Collective Action
Covering the major topics of evolutionary game theory, Game-Theoretical Models in Biology presents both abstract and practical
mathematical models of real biological situations. It discusses the static aspects of game theory in a mathematically rigorous way that is
appealing to mathematicians. In addition, the authors explore many applications of game theory to biology, making the text useful to
biologists as well. The book describes a wide range of topics in evolutionary games, including matrix games, replicator dynamics, the hawkdove game, and the prisoner’s dilemma. It covers the evolutionarily stable strategy, a key concept in biological games, and offers in-depth
details of the mathematical models. Most chapters illustrate how to use MATLAB® to solve various games. Important biological phenomena,
such as the sex ratio of so many species being close to a half, the evolution of cooperative behavior, and the existence of adornments (for
example, the peacock’s tail), have been explained using ideas underpinned by game theoretical modeling. Suitable for readers studying and
working at the interface of mathematics and the life sciences, this book shows how evolutionary game theory is used in the modeling of these
diverse biological phenomena.

Urban Politics
Clear, accessible treatment of mathematical models for resolving conflicts in politics, economics, war, business, social relationships, etc.
Utilities, strategy, game tree and game matrix, theory of games, much more. Minimal math background required.

A Cooperative Species
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This book outlines a new approach to the analysis of decision making based on "cognitive maps." A cognitive map is a graphic representation
intended to capture the structure of a decision maker's stated beliefs about a particular problem. Following introductory chapters that develop
the theory and techniques of cognitive mapping, a set of five empirical studies applies these new techniques to five policy areas. Originally
published in 1976. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
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